Denied and betrayed -- all 8 policies thrown in the trash today:

The citizens of Clark County suffered another major loss today as the promises to the people captured by CVTV on January 5, were repudiated by the liberal trio as they abandoned these resolutions that were adopted last year:

* Respect the citizen vote for a toll-free East County Bridge
* Task Force to advance a toll-free East County Bridge
* Task Force to advance a toll-free West County Bridge
* Respect the citizen vote opposing Light Rail
* Respect the citizen vote opposing Bus Rapid Transit
* Support toll-free roads and bridges to relieve traffic congestion
* Embrace Free Market principles on zoning
* Cut unnecessary red tape and cost

The trio told citizens the reason that they repealed all of these policies was so they could collaborate together in work sessions. You can hear those promises in this video clip: http://www.cvtt.org/vid_link/17737?start=8586&stop=9045

One February 24 work session was scheduled where the trio did nothing but talk about a future meeting. Here's the audio recording of that meeting:https://www.clark.wa.gov/.. /the-grid/022416WS_Resolutions.mp3

The policies were added to Today's Board Time meeting. It appears that the trio had not read any of them, nor had they asked for any information.

Tom Mielke and David Madore labored to focus on at least one of the resolutions and attempted to read one of them. But their efforts were rebuffed with contempt.

The trio agreed with themselves that they never told citizens they would seriously consider the policies they repealed. They said that perhaps they might consider them some time in the future. So, all the policies are dead.

If you have high blood pressure, then you shouldn't listen to them repealing everything in the first disastrous meeting of the year.

Or you can see your government working against you and violating your trust here: http://www.cvtt.org/vid_link/17737?start=4940&stop=13569

The links to each resolution are here: https://www.clark.wa.gov/the-grid .

The audio tape of today's meeting should be posted on the Grid tomorrow.

So sorry to share such sad news. The "spirit of the Charter" is at work.
Allen Anderson, Kathleen Romane and 8 others
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Judy D. McIntyre Clark county has issues!
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Kathleen Romane David, thank you for keeping we-the-people apprised of County activities. You are doing the job you were elected to perform on our behalf.
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Margaret Tweet I hope the councilors will diligently consider these policy repeals.
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